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In 1963 The English Review Committee observed; "In 

many of the statas now the 'Structural Approach" to tho 

teaching of English has bean adopted. This invdlvos ths 

teaching of a certain number (about 240) of ssntsnea 

patterns and other linguistic material carefully graded, 

and a vocabulary of 2000-3000 words scientifically aelee&ed
4

on tho basis of frequency", Thus the students are expected 

to achieve certain speeifie goale^ And, therefore, their 

aehisvsmsnt oan be measured with a fair degree of approxi

mation^ If these goals are achieved it was thought that the 

student would be able to express himself with ease in 

simple English. But ths Committee|s observation ef ths 

students* actual achievement revealed that "the active 

vocabulary of the avarage college entrant is about 1000-

1500 words, and his mastery ef the structure is uosfull)
2inadequate*.

from this study it may be summarised that the larguage 

ability of tho Collage entrants is not even fifty poreert 

of their expected language ability in English. It must 

also be added that this pertains to their receptive skills 

and no comprehensive work seems to have been done on

1. The English Beview Committee, Report, UGC, 1965. P. 9

2. Ibid.



productive •kill*. It is also clear that these student* 

are to be given much practice in various skills. To 

improve their eompreheneion in English they are to be 

provided with simple and interesting reading materials.

They are to be given a let of practice in doing the exerciees 

which will improve their ability to comprehend unseen 

passages, Keeping all these points in vieut this study 

makes an attempt to produce some teaching materials, which 

would help the students to improve their skill in rsading 

comprehension.

1.1 Justification for choosing the topic s

Reading is an interaetivs and interprativs precsss. 

Thsrs must bs successful interaction between the reader and 

the discourse to be processed. The degree to which the 

meaning and structure of a text are mads apparent to the 

reader depends largly on the texts ehossn. It is thsrsfor* 

nscsssary to consider.-

a) the readers own strategies;

b) cultural frame of reference; and

c) rhetorical organisation of the reading material.

The paesages selected in this study are specially 

meant for ths undergraduate level. They have been chosen 

from Various sources and are simplified and graded. The 

passages have been selected keeping in mind the level of 

students and their experience of the language, The content 

of the passages is also interest sustaining and it would
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motivate the students to do further reading.

1*2 3eopa end limitations

In all 15 paasagas have been selected. Thay are 

simplified and graded by applying FlcscMs *Raading Ease’ 

formula* No try-out waa given, eonaaquantly it ia not poeei- 

bla to teat whether the paaaagaa aalaotad ara appropriate 

for a certain level or not* Thia part of the etudy ia left 

out due to the limitationa of time*

1*3 Chaptarwlse Summary t
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Thia chapter takaa a hiatorieal review of the teaching 

of English in India* Thia chapter also comments on the 

teaching of English after the attainment of independence*

The objectives and language skills ara also discussed in 

this chapter.

Chapter III

This chapter deals with the reading process, it’s 

nature, types of reading and reading comprehension.

This Chapter alee dieeussea the importance of reading 

in English with special reference to India.

EiUEitt-ir-
It is about selection, gradation and simplification 

criteria applied to the passages selected for this study. 

fleslih,s * Reading Ease* formula is applied to the passages 

and 'Reading Ease* scores of all the passages have been



calculated to grade the Passages.

Chapter, ¥

This chapter deala with theoretical diecueeion 
of the exercises prepared in this study.

In this chapter the passages selected are reproduced 

and actual exerciaee are given.

&a&i*£..£U
It ie a concluding chapter giving a feu suggestions

for further research.


